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 FSSAI is an autonomous statutory body established under the Food Safety

and Standards Act, 2006 (FSS Act).

 Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, is the administrative Ministry of FSSAI.

 Headquarters: Delhi

 Food Safety and Standard Act established FSSAI and the State Food Safety

Authorities for each State.

 The FSSAI comprises of a Chairperson and twenty two

 members out of which one – third are to be women.

 The Chairperson of FSSAI is appointed by the GoI.

 Current Chairperson - Ms Rita Teaotia















VOCABULARY-I

Throttling (v-), गला घोंटना,  to press someone’s throat very tightly.

Sometimes he annoys me so much that that I could throttle him.

Cavalier(adj/n-), not considering other people's feelings or safety, indifferent

Weeds are grown rampant by farmers who want to earn quick money.

Muzzling(n/v+) म ुँह बाुँधना,covering used to prevent an animal from biting

Flagrant violations of rules is often seen by the Pakistan government.

Corollary (n+) परिणाम, something that results from something else.

Unfortunately, violence is the inevitable corollary of such revolutionary change

Fist (n/v-) म ट्ठी, persons hand when the fingers and bent towards the palm

She clenched her fists, out of anger  but didn't say a word.



VOCABULARY-II

Suffice (adj-) काफ़ी, to be enough, sufficient.

I an not sending any gift on Rakhi- only a card should suffice.

Fragile (adj-) नाज क, delicate, easily damaged, broken.

I felt rather fragile- for a few days after the operation.

Contingent(adj/n-) आकस्ममक,chance, group of people representing a country

Outdoor activities is contingent upon weather.

Abeyance (n-) द स्िधा, a state of temporary disuse or suspension.

Hostilities between the two groups have been in abeyance since last June.

Annulment (n+) िद्द किना, null and void, invalid.

The recent annulment of article 370 by the NDA government was historic.



matics

A dime a dozen

Meaning – very common/ 

commonplace.

2. Fall out

(Phrasal verb)

Meaning – (of hair or teeth) 

become loose or 

unattached.

Fear of ugliness and things that are ugly

Cacophobia

A dislike of being in the centre

Centrophobia

PHRASES & IDIOMS / ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION















RBI’s Goldilocks cut
The government must now unleash measures to boost growth…

Faced with slowing GDP growth and

encouraged by benign inflationary trends,

the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has

delivered a Goldilocks cut of 35 basis

points in the benchmark repo rate.



 Though a rate cut was a foregone conclusion ahead of the monetary

policy announcement, the expectation was of either a 25 or 50 basis points

one. With this, the RBI has cut rates in four consecutive policy

announcements beginning February this year, aggregating to a total of

110 basis points.

 The repo rate at 5.40% is now at a nine-year low and is headed lower in

the next few months and could well settle at 5% or very close to that by

the time this rate cutting cycle plays out. Growth, on the other hand, is

expected to be weak and the MPC has revised downwards the projected

GDP growth rate for this fiscal to 6.9% from 7% earlier, with downside

risks.








